Modern file system manages super large data sets to perform data intensive and cost-effective analytical processing. Performance of a file system relies on storages, software, workload characteristic and configurations. Complex techniques have to be used in analysis because the data are often hybrid mix of different formats and different structured datasets. Performance study helps to optimize these factors and improve the design of a file system to meet the requirements of a specific application. A promising approach is to allocate the diverse data of various applications on different file systems according to their individual properties, in order to support the best possible performance to every particular application. Some basis that simulate the characters and scenarios of each step of data execution procedures are addressed in this paper. Based on workload characteristic analysis, administrator can implement tuning methods in the large and high-dimensional configuration parameter settings provided by the platform accordingly. Preliminary results are provided by running standard benchmark TPCx-HS, TPCx-BB, TPC-H and HiBench K-means on Ext4 and Btrfs file systems, and the impactions of workload characteristics to the benchmark performance have been analysed.
INTRODUCTION
Experiments show that each different file system (FS) is good at a different set of workloads with different characteristics.
[1] Big data workloads have many different characteristics including file popularity, temporal locality, request arrival pattern and data access pattern. An architect can build big data platforms using a plenty of very different file systems, but it is important to find the best suited FS to accomplish the specific requirement for each individual. FS performances are characterized by disk read/write bandwidth, I/O device utilization, average waiting time of I/O requests and average size of I/O requests. MapReduce paradigm and Hadoop HDFS are current fundamental architecture for big data processes. Most of MapReduce and HDFS works have similar file usage patterns. At upper software layer, library stacks and programming languages such as Spark, Hive, Impala and user threads also impact the performance of storage and file system.
An approach is proposed in this work to analyze the scenario basis of workloads executed across different layers of platform, then based on the characteristics of program algorithms and the run-time behaviors of workloads to assign the data files onto different file system. The throughput of each layer is modelled by deploying appropriate parameters to predict the FS impact to the workload behaviors. Following this idea, a table is made based on dynamic tunable features provided by big data platform and is applicable to both upper application and database systems. Various systems have been studied including enterprise storage systems, web servers, clusters and network systems. Workloads have also been analyzed at different levels: such as workload characterizations; [2] [3] Job execution patterns, data storages and I/O performance; [4] and the distribution data set and overall resource utilizations. [5] Some studies have provided with metrics about data access pattern in MapReduce scenarios [4] , but these metrics are limited. [4] 2 FILE SYSTEM AND PERFORMANCE FACTORS [6] by using benchmark tests with basic operations including sequential/random read/write for characters and blocks; random seeks and file compressions; semi-synthetic read/write speed and database operations. The performance differences are summarized in Table 1 . [6] It shows each file system performed the best at some key fronts of different usage patterns.
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BTR File System vs. EXT4 System
Both Ext4 and BTR are file systems being popular used in Linux OS. Ext4 uses extents, i.e. a contiguous group of blocks, makes allocation storage much more efficient. It decreases fragmentation and support much larger files and volumes, i.e. the maximal file size in Ext4 is 16 TB, whereas the maximum volume size is even set to 1 EB. Ext4 is accomplished with preallocation features and delayed allocation features, i.e. blocks can be reserved but not used immediately and the actual writing of files can be delayed until the last possible moment, which simultaneously increases performance and decreases fragmentation.
Btrfs is B-tree File System designed to become the next major Linux file system to offer better scalability and reliability and can be expected to replace Ext4 in the future [7] . It is a copy-onwrite file system primary focus points include fault tolerance, repair, and easy administration. The main features are: Shrink and grow storage volumes; Copy-on-Write; extensive checksums maintained for all metadata and data; efficient writeable snapshots, clones as first class citizens; multi-device support; online resize and defragmentation; space-efficient packing of small files and many more useful improvements ensure data integrity.
METHODOLOGY

Methodology
The method proposes to create a table that can map workload characteristics of each application to a set of FS attributes and settings. Based on this table, Name ode can dynamically manage database distribution adapting to the FS environmental attributes. When an application saves a data file, Name Node would be able identify the proper data storage format to use, e.g. E4 (EXT4), E3 (EXT3), B (BTRFS) or other arguments for other formats. The table is designed to save each Data Node's storage formats in "Storage Format" list; a data type of "Storage Format" is added to the Name Node where the Data Node Information is stored. Name Node collects "Storage Format" information from each Data Node periodically, and update the corresponded storage information in Name Node. When Data Node is reformatted, the storage information will be reported to the Name Node. By default, the secondary Name Node information will be updated accordingly.
While a data file is being saved to HDFS, the Name Node will firstly search all "free" Data Nodes and disks by checking the storage format table to find where has the most suitable FS format. If there doesn't have node or disk with matched format, the Name Node use default system strategy to save the file. If there is a format matching node and disk is found, save the file on the disk, and update the status to log file and the user.
While HDFS balancer perform data balancing process, it will firstly check the original "Storage Format Table" of the data block to be transferred. After the HDFS located all "free nodes", check the Storage format Table to find what node having the same format as the original data block. If there is no a matchformat node is found, the Name Node use default system strategy to save the file. Otherwise, save the data block to a matched format node, and send the status to log file and the user. While a HDFS runs a checkpoint process to store the latest updates and new edits, it will backup all files edited since the previous checkpoint and merge them into a new FSimage. Name node saves the new FSimage files using the same storage format as the last FSimage. While the HDFS located all "free nodes", it checks the "Storage Format" table to find what node having the same format as the original FSimage. If there is no a matchformat node is found, ignore this request and use system default strategy to save the FSimage. If there are matched format nodes and disks are found, Name Node saves the FSimage and send the status to log file and the user.
Benchmark
To validate this method, standard benchmarks of TPC-HS, TPC-BB, TPC-H and K-means clustering (in HiBench) have been used. Each one of them is composed of theoretical and real world test inside, and provides methods for comparing the performance of various big data platforms across different architectures. They measures processor and memory performance, disk and network I/O, scalability of building distributed applications, and usage of the system resource [8] - [10] .
ENVIRONMENT AND BENCHMARK
Workload
K-means Clustering
K-means Clustering is a clustering algorithm for knowledge discovery and data mining. Given a set of samples where each one is represented as a d-dimensional vector, the algorithm find the centroid and each cluster by running Hadoop job iteratively, until different iterations converge. It has two stages, namely iteration (CPU-bound) and clustering (I/O-bound). In this work, the open source code K-means in HiBench Benchmark kit is used.
TPCx-HS
TPC Express Benchmark HS (TPCx-HS) is developed using Hadoop sort to provide an objective measure of hardware, operating system and commercial FS distributions. [10] It is recognized by the industry with verifiable performance, priceperformance and availability metrics. Hadoop sort is both CPU and I/O intensive.
TPC-H
TPC-H is developed using database queries for providing an objective measure of high sequential I/O-throughput (large I/O operations). It is critical to excel in large hash-join operations. TPC-H implements both single-and multi-user tests. [9] 
TPCx-BB
TPCx-BB uses 30 pre-defined analytics queries to simulate real world conditions in a specific context --namely, that of a retailer with a combined online and brick-and-mortar presence. Queries consist of a mix of SQL statements (expressed in SQL, passed to Hive or Spark) and machine learning (ML) algorithms (using ML libraries, user-defined functions, and procedural code). TPCx-BB measures the performance of Hadoop-based systems. It also specifically refers to Hive or Spark for SQL query processing. The workload is mixed CPU-bound workload and I/O bound workloads. [8] 
Platform
Six Tecal RH2288 V2 Rack servers have been used in this work, each with 2 Intel Xeon Processor E5-2680 (Sandy Bridge-EP) running at 2.7 GHz. Each processor has 8 cores (16 hyperthreaded) and a 20MB L3 cache. They are connected through two QuickPath links, each providing a unidirectional transmission rate of up to 8.0 GT/s. Each server has 24 8GB double data rate 3(DDR3) at 1066Mhz dimms of main memory with a total of 192GB. Each server is configured with eight 2.5" SAS HDDs with 7.2TB capacity. One SAS disk hosts the OS and the remaining 7 are configured for HDFS. The server provides four onboard gigabit Ethernet (GE) ports, of which two were bonded to double bandwidth. The system runs CDH 5 on centos 6.5. Cloudera is configured as one master node and five worker nodes, Apache Hadoop 2.6 is installed. Each of the nodes has 189.1GBytes of memory. The same hard drives were firstly formatted in Ext4 format, then Btrfs format, for performance comparison on the same machines. All the other software and hardware environment are identical in both tests.
Experiments
Results
K-means Clustering
The size of the initial data set is 100G in the K-means clustering benchmark. Firstly the program generates initial data set on the disks; secondly the clustering calculations are processed. The performance measurements of both steps are shown in Figure. 1. At the data generation stage, Btrfs is 45.2% faster than Ext4 file system; at the clustering stage, Btrfs is 50.6% faster than EXT file system.
TPCx-HS
A full TeraSort benchmark run consists of the three phases: 1) generating the input data via TeraGen; 2) running TeraSort on the input data; data; 3) validating the sorted output data via TeraValidate. The performance comparison of TPCx-HS is shown in Figure. 2. Taking average of performances in Run 1 and Run 2, Btrfs file system has improvements of 37.65% at data generation stage; 57.78% at data sorting stage, and 39.03% at data validation stage. In total, Btrfs performs 54.5% faster on overall execution time comparing with Ext4 file system.
TPC-H
TPC-H benchmark give equal importance to the single-and multi-user runs. The performance comparison of TPC-H is shown in Figure. 3. We find in the queries Q1, Q6, Q11, Q12, Q14, Q15, Q16, Q17, Q19, Q20, Q21 Btrfs perform better than Ext4; and in the rest of the queries, Ext4 perform better than Btrfs. The overall performance of Ext4 is 32.6% greater than Btrfs.
TPCx-BB
TPCx-BB benchmark includes 3 phases: 1) Load test: to test how fast raw data can be read from the distributed file system; 2) Power test: to test the system using short-running jobs with less demand on cluster resources, and long-running jobs with high demand on resources; 3) Throughput test: to test the efficiency of cluster resources by simulating a mix of short and longrunning job executed in parallel. The performance comparison of TPCx-BB is shown in Figure. 4. In general, the performance of Btrfs file system is better than Ext4 file system at almost all queries except Q9. The overall performance of Btrfs is greater than Ext4 by 46.5% percent. 
Analysis
CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
A method has been proposed to map workload characteristics to suitable file systems for improving FS performance. To validate this method, standard benchmarks have been used to investigate the characters of workloads, and the corresponding performance measures on different FS.
Specifically, we use standard benchmarks TPCx-BB, TPCx-HS, TPCx-H and HiBench to test on the real platform of Ext4 and Btrfs FS. A preliminary model is provided that can help to handle performance factors in order to improving the design and configurations to meet the application needs. Higher level software design and algorithm determines the actual workflow execution on each level of the system, and decide the pattern of resource usage. Better understand to workload characters and the feather of the big data system are both important to performance researchers.
